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Rigid plastic waterproof container.  
Large enough to hold parachute 
rockets and offshore flare kits - 
up to 12 flares.
Ideal for safely stowing many 
other safety items all in the one 
container on board.  O ring lid 
seal and lanyard holes provided.
370mm H x 245mm W
130mm I.D top opening.

RWB573

Large  Flare  ContainerPropeller  Safety  Flag

Simply attaches to the 
outboard propeller by the 
shockcord loop sewn into 
the fabric.  
High visibility bright 
orange fabric increases 
safety when towing the 
boat on a trailer.
300mm x 300mm flag.

RWB6556 Propeller flag

Regulation size orange PVC 
sheet with large black "V".
Four corner eyelets complete
with rope lanyards.
Supplied in plastic pouch. 

RWB1645 Standard

Made from non-corrosive plastic 
material which is highly chrome 
plated to provide maximum reflectivity.
Includes a central sighting hole.
Has an eye for a rope lanyard.
Instructions on reverse side.
Diameter : 85mm

RWB1752

Tubular style multiple reflective radar reflectors.  These aluminium radar 
reflectors offer high reflective capability in a compact, lightweight size. 
Normally attached to the shroud of yachts.  A universal mounting kit is 
available which includes shroud attachment brackets and adjustable 
base for deck or cabin top mounting.

RWB1760 600mm x 50mm radar reflector
 Range : 2.5 nautical miles
RWB1761 600mm x 100mm radar reflector
 Range : 5 nautical miles.
RWB1768 Universal mounting kit.  Includes 
 adjustable nylon base and shroud
 attachment bracket.

Standard type octahedral 
radar reflectors which lay flat 
or quickly re-assemble.
Aluminium alloy complete 
with black nylon corner caps. 
Increases the radar range at 
which a boat can be detected.

RWB1755 Large 460mm size
 meets AYF regs

RWB251 Medium 400mm

Black nylon shapes of two piece construction 
that slot together when in use and then fold 
down for flat easy storage.  Required as day 
signals for some vessels.  Combinations of 
different shapes have a variety of meanings. 
2 cones can be used to make a diamond shape.

RWB3518 Black Ball 350mm diameter
RWB3519 Black Cone 460mm x 330mm

Safety  "V"  Sheets Signal  Mirror

"Echo - Power"  Radar  Reflectors

Fold - Down  Radar  Reflectors Black  Nylon  Signal  Shapes

17 - Safety  Items -  Assorted


